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Figure S1: JJAS Precipitation (a) difference and (b) area of difference significant at 95% in a Student’s t test, (c) JJAS surface temperature and (d) JJAS surface pressure difference for 8KCN and 8KCN0L simulation (8KCN – 8KCN0L). The black box is the grid of prescribed lakes.
Figure S2: Annual precipitation of (a) 8KCN0L simulation (b) 8KCN simulation. 200 and 412 mm year⁻¹ isohyets are marked as black lines with its value.
Figure S3: Difference of the half-nitrogen experiment (8KCNh) from 8KCN experiment, individually showing 8KCNh-8K results (a, c), 8KCN-8KCNh results (b, d) and 8KCNh results (e).